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LOGISTICS - MODERN FREIGHT 

1. Multi-purpose vessel is a ship that is used to transport general cargo and gases at the 

same time. True / False 

2. Piggback is to place a unit of transportation into a storage. True / False 

3. Lumper is a person whose job is to unload shipments . True / False 

4. Liability is a legal responsibility for costs due to damage or loss. True/False 

5. Dry bulk carier is a lory or a van. True/ False 

6. Label is a paper or cloth tag attached to an object. True/ False 

7.Insure is to get insurance coverage fot it. True/False 

7. Indicator shows the obstacles. True/ False 

8. Decode is a message to convert from a code or signal into a format that others can read.

 True/False 

9. Airway bill i san electronic device that warns or alerts. True / False 

10. Backhaul –series of vertical lines that form a code which can be read by laser or 

scanner. True/ False 

11. Apron spaceit i san area needed to maneuver and position truck trailers into place 

before they back up a loading dock. True/False 
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12. Curtain sider is a box trailer that has moveable curtains on the sides. True/False 

13. Consular invoice is a document which describes a cross boarder. True/False 

14. TOFC is a distribution management system used when tracking, picking and 

shipping. True/False 

 

 

PYTANIA DO ROZMOWY Z UCZNIEM 

1. How easy or difficult would it be for you to share a flat with a stranger?  

2. When did youlast stay away from home ? Was it good or a bad experience ? 

3. What do you think foreign visitors to Poland would find interesting or unusual 

about the houses in Poland / 

4. How do you study best ? On Your own or with friends ? 

5. What is the first thought about school when you wake up in 

the morning?  

6. Do you prefer spoken or written exams ? Why ? 

7. What do you remember most about your primary school ?  

8. Why i sit worth considering working as a logistician ?  

9. Why is customer service so important ? 

10. What are the ways in which freight is shipped ? 

 

 


